
THE MERCHANT OF VENICE — FOOD FOR THOUGHT

OXFORD EDITION

1. “[Shak.] endowed his comic villain with sufficient depth to permit the tragic emphasis [and allow to] portray
Shy. as sympathetic, someone more sinned against that sinning, in short a tragic figure. [...] But it needs to
be stressed that [...] Shak.’s initial conception of [Shy.] was essentially as a comic villain, most likely adorned
with a red wig and beard and a bottle nose.”

2. “Antonio [...] is left at the end as at the beginning a ‘fifth wheel’. Although his ships, once believed wrecked,
have miraculously returned [...], he may have as much cause for melancholy as at the start: he has just narrowly
escaped death and, his dearest friend now married, he faces a lonely future. Touches of mortality [...] round
off the play.”

3. “The emphasis upon different kinds of bondage and bonding in MV opens the play to a comprehensive critical
interpretation.”

4. “As an allegory of Justice and Mercy, the Old Law versus the New, is the way some critics interpret the trial
scene. [...] But of course the trial is more than a medieval allegory.”

5. “[It is] a romantic comedy that borders on, and in some ways penetrates, the environs of tragedy.” “Throughout
its stage history, the play continues to oscillate between the poles of tragedy and comedy, justifying critical
insistence on its ambivalent, or contradictory, nature.”

NORTON EDITION (S. GREENBLATT)

6. “[A] way of partially masking the sharp differences in language, belief, and customs among the peoples of the
British Isles was to group these people together in contrast to the Jews. [...] Elizabethan England harbored a
tiny number of Jews or Jewish converts to Christianity who were treated with suspicion and hostility.”

7. “Few if any of Shak.’s contemporaries would have encountered on English soil Jews who openly practiced
their religion.”

8. “Is [MV] anti-Semitic? Does it criticize anti-Semitism? Does it merely represent anti-Semitism without either
endorsement or condemnation? [...] Perhaps these issues seem more pressing nowadays than they did for
Shak.”

9. “Venetian Jews were confined to a ghetto, but Shak. either did not know this fact or chose to ignore it.”

10. “The charming Portia rejoices in the failure of her black suitor to choose the correct casket [2.7.79]. Their
society is based as much on the exclusion of the alien as on the inclusion of the similar. [...] People act
benevolently [= are kind] toward those who are of the same kind as themselves.”

11. “The psychological and social contrasts between the Christians and Shy. reflect both class and religious dif-
ferences. The Christians’ magnificent improvidence is, in Shak.’s time, a distinctively aristocratic trait.”
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12. “‘Give up everything you have and follow me,’ Jesus tells his would-be follower, advice echoed in the inscrip-
tion on the lead casket: ‘Who chooseth me must give and hazard all he hath.”’

13. “As the play proceeds, it modifies somewhat these initially vivid contrasts between Christian and Jew [cf. the
ring, 3.1.100ff.]”

14. [About Shy.’s monologue, 3.1.49–54:] “This argument [appealing to common humanity] is effective because
it uses a Christian argument about the unique value of human life to expose Christian hypocrisy.”

15. “Portia’s obedience to her dead father’s apparently irrational plans for her is quite remarkable in comedy, for
comic heroines more often, like Jessica, defy their fathers than conscientiously follow their orders. Perhaps
Portia could be seen as synthesizing the best of Jewish and Christian characteristics; obeying the letter of a
wise Father’s law, even while cultivating the spiritual virtues of love and generosity.”

16. “Portia’s plea for tolerance and compassion [4.1.192ff.] might seem to rest on universal premises, but in fact
it neatly excludes the Jew from Portia’s apparently inclusive ‘we.’ [...] The law in which Shy. trusted [...]
resembles the casket test — everybody seems to get the same chance, but in fact the test is weighted toward
the insider.”

17. “Most Shak. comedies return to the city or the court at the end, or at least look forward to that return; but
in MV, the play ends at Belmont, the nostalgically depicted, magically copious ‘green world.’ It is as if the
formal demand for comic closure conflicts with Shak.’s awareness that no neat resolution of Venice’s problems
is forthcoming.”

18. “MV shows oppositions between potentially tragic alternatives miraculously dissolving — between being rich
and being virtuous, marrying for money and marrying for love, following paternal orders and making one’s
own choices, enforcing the letter of the law and enforcing its spirit. [...] But by setting the play’s last act in a
magical world of trust and abundance, Shak. stresses the artifice involved in his resolution.”

ÉDITION AUBIER (F. C. DANCHIN, 1980)

19. « Shak. avait sans doute une conception plus charitable de Shy. que celle que les passions du vulgaire l’obligeaient
à présenter au théâtre. Mais il n’avait rien de Ben Jonson et il n’a guère cherché à imposer au public ses idées
personnelles ; acteur et copropriétaire du théâtre où il jouait, il visait au succès matériel et immédiat. »

Shak. et l’argent, ED. M.-T. JONES-DAVIES, BELLES LETTRES 1992

« Les enfants de l’usure ou la procréation pervertie », Wendy Ribeyrol

20. « La prolificité de l’argent apparaissait comme l’image déformée de la fécondité naturelle, et la pratique usu-
raire devenait une caricature sinistre de l’œuvre du Créateur. [Mais] dans les Sonnets, Shak. qualifie son ami
qui tarde à son devoir [de procréer] de “profitless usurer” [Sonnet 4], un usurier au comportement incongru
qui ne saurait faire fructifier ses richesses. [...] La multiplication usuraire, unanimement condamnée, pouvait
aussi servir d’exemple ambigu à ceux qui se refusaient à leur devoir d’engendrement. »

21. « [La] rébellion [de la fille de l’usurier théâtral] est couronnée de succès, sa désobéissance, loin d’être punie,
est récompensée par l’amour du jeune homme qu’elle s’est elle-même choisi et de surcroît elle jouira bien
souvent du fruit du commerce, du magot de l’usurier.
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Comment peut-on expliquer la bienveillance du dramaturge à l’égard d’une jeune fille qui bafoue de la sorte
ses devoirs filiaux les plus élémentaires ? [...] L’explication que nous voudrions avancer est que l’usurier est
déchu de ses droits naturels de père à cause de ses autres “enfants” que son industrie perverse a engendrés. En
se consacrant à ces bâtards monstrueux il perd moralement son autorité paternelle. »

22. « La différence est grande entre le père usurier et le père de Portia [...] qui même au-delà de la mort cherche à
protéger sa fille contre les hommes qui la courtiseraient uniquement pour sa fortune. »

“Shak.’s coinage”, Richard Proudfoot

23. “The documentary record includes circumstantial evidence that Shak. himself, like Shy. [...] habitually lent
money at interest.”

“Money in Shak.’s Comedies”, Stanley Wells

24. “It is of interest that some ducats bore a portrayal of Christ on the obverse, so that, as Sandra Fischer remarks,
when Shy. bemoans the loss not only of his daughters Jess. but also of his ‘Christian ducats’ (2.8.16), he may
be referring [...] ‘to these ducats as symbolic of the society that oppresses him’.”

Shak. and the Problem of Meaning, NORMAN RABKIN, UCHICAGOP 1981

25. “Present in only five scenes, Sky. speaks fewer than five hundred lines yet dominates the play.”

26. “Abstractly considered, Shy.’s enforced conversion might be judged benevolent, in that it is imposed upon
him in order to assure his salvation. Not only is that salvation not mentioned, however, but the conversion is
dictated as part of a settlement that is otherwise entirely fiscal, without any suggestion of kindness. [...] And
one doubts whether any actress could make Por.’s demand that Shy. not only accept the judgment but profess
satisfaction with it [...] sound ‘altogether kindly’.”

27. “One might discuss at lengths [...] elements in the play that cause uneasiness in an audience and difficulties
for a critic who wants to make a schematic analysis — the pointed contrast between a Belmont and a Venice
not really so different from one another; the peculiar characterization of the melancholy Ant., the link between
his sadness and Por.’s in their opening lines, and the fact that the play is named after him; the ring plot which,
though it enables Por. to teach once again her lesson about bonds and love, reminds us of her trickery and her
tendency to domineer, so inconsistent with the moving spontaneity of her emotions both as Bass. chooses the
lead casket and as she speaks of mercy.”

28. “MV is a comedy inviting us to celebrate a happy resolution and the reassertion of the values of a community
that includes us. Shak.’s comedy normally involves the overthrow of a threat, often the ejection of a character
whose inability to participate in the communal resolution threatens community itself. But MV plays on that
convention by investing enough of our emotions in its outsider to make us at least uneasy about his discomfi-
ture; the play unsettles one’s normal reaction to the end of a comedy.” “Audience responses to Shy. or Bass. or
Por. which are alternately or exclusively hostile or sympathetic are the result of ambivalent signals built into
the play. [...] The best reading [...] would have to take account of the possibilities of both readings.”
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CAMBRIDGE EDITION (M. M. MAHOOD, 2003)

29. “Despite talk of Jason and Hercules, Bass.’s venture has more in common with the Grail story than with the
pursuit of the Golden Fleece: it is a test of moral worth, not of prowess or cunning.”

30. “At the time MV was written, the Republic [of Venice] was a legend for her independence, wealth, art, and
political stability, her respect for law, and her toleration of foreigners.”

31. “In recent years, legal historians have tended to see the trial as a reflection of the sixteenth-century concern
with equity and its relation to common law. They stress that in Shak.’s day there were in effect two legal
systems: a civil case could be settled either in one of the common law courts by a judgement based on statute
or precedent, or in Chancery by a decree based on equity and conscience — in effect, that is, upon the Lord
Chancellor’s sense of natural justice. [...] This historical reading of the trial scene has been made much use of
by critics who view the play in thematic terms as a confrontation of the principles of mercy and justice. But the
equation of common law with strict legalism and Chancery with mercy is an oversimplification of Elizabethan
legal thinking.”

32. “Those spectators who read chapbooks rather than books of jurisprudence would rejoice at Por.’s conditions:
the magical inviolability of legal words was being upheld, as was right and proper, but for once this mysterious
literalism was being handled in a way which ensured the wicked did not prosper.”

33. “For [a modern audience] the conditions imply that Shy. is being judged not so much on what he has done as
on what he is: his very being as a Jew, and his social role as usurer of which we have seen nothing in the play.”

34. “When Ant., accused by Shy. of having abused him, spat at him, and kicked him, replies that he is likely
to do all these things again, we feel that even when allowances have been made for Elizabethan prejudices,
something has gone badly wrong.”

35. “[MV] divide[s] naturally into five movements, though these do not quite correspond to the act divisions [...].
A feature of these five natural movements is that each culminates in a spectacular exeunt or the expectation of
it; and though only one of these is a wedding procession, the idea of marriage is each time to the fore.” [The
five “movements” are 1.1–2.1, 2.2–2.6, 2.7–3.2, 3.3–4.1, 5.1]

36. “Directors who labour a contrast between [the two places], opposing a gauzily romantic Belmont to a mun-
danely commercial Venice [...] are imposing a pattern which is not discoverable in [1.1–2.2].”

37. “The ‘Hath not a Jew eyes?’ speech, delivered by generations of actors as a noble appeal for racial equality,
may on close inspection turn out to be merely a sophistical justification of revenge. [...] Much of Shy.’s
language is as comically repetitive as the ‘sans dot’ of Molière’s miser.”

38. “A major irony of the play is of course that in the end Ant. is saved by Por. and not by her money.”

39. “The forced conversion genuinely distresses a modern audience. Nor can we completely dismiss this last
response as anachronistic. Granted that Shy. now has a chance, like Jess., of getting to heaven, that the way
is open for family reconciliation, and that Ant. is making sure Shy. can ruin no more debtors, there are still
signs that Shak. himself is not wholly happy about the conversion. The proposal comes not from Por., who
is seldom subject to critical irony, but from Ant., of whom the dramatist has a far less steady image. [...]
There are signs of Shak.’s uneasiness too in the abruptness with which Shy. signals his agreement and leaves.
A humiliated character in a Shak. play [...] is usually silent, because the dramatist knew how quickly an
audience’s sympathies veer towards the underdog.”

40. “One person who loaned out large sums of money at interest, and sued when he was not repaid, was one
William Shakespeare of Stratford.”
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Italian Studies in Shak. and His Contemporaries, ED. M. MARRAPODI & G. MELCHIORI,
UDELAWAREP 1999

“Bonds of Love and Death in MV”, A. Serpieri

41. “Shy. is deprived not so much of his goods but of his culture, and therefore of his human relationships; Ant.
is deprived of his [homosexual] love [for Bass.], and of his relationships. The far from comic irony of the
play is that, at the end, the two parties contracting the first bond [...], which triggered the whole story, remain
excluded, with no bond.”

“‘Now I play a merchant’s part’: The Space of the Merchant in Shak.’s Early Comedies”, M. Tempera

42. “Ant.’s drama lies precisely in this gap between what he declares he is and what he in fact is: ‘too much of a
merchant to be a tragic hero’ [L. A. Fiedler, The Stranger in Shak., 1974]. Ant. belongs to a different class
from Bass. (‘a scholar and a soldier’, as he is defined by Ner., who knows a gentleman when she sees one)
[...]. Ant. is a gentleman in his behavior and is recognized as such by Salerio (2.8.35) and Lor. (3.4.6), minor
characters who are his social inferiors.”

43. “[On the Rialto], reputation is based on commercial solvency, not on the sense of honor that permeates the
chivalrous universe of Belmont.” “Even without money, Bass. remains an aristocrat, while, without money,
Ant. is nothing.” “During her cross-examination, Por. often uses the name ‘Shy.’ as well as ‘the Jew’, whereas
Ant. [...] is persistently called ‘the merchant’ [...] until the duke’s sentence [...] makes him a ‘sufficient’ man
once again, and restores to him some semblance of identity that can be accepted by the mistress of Belmont.”

A Companion to Shak.’s Works: The Comedies, ED. R. DUTTON & J. HOWARD, BLACKWELL 2003

“Rubbing at Whitewash: Intolerance in MV”, M. Wynne-Davies

44. “There are several anomalies in the description of Venice and its laws, which make the Italian city sound more
like a midland town. For example, Shak. refers to the ‘charter’ and ‘freedom’ of Venice, and it has been
noted that while this is an inaccurate formulation for a sovereign state, it is quite acceptable for a town like
Stratford-Upon-Avon.”

45. “Shy. may be seen to represent [...] a focus for all religious intolerance.”

46. “MV explores [the] social mechanisms [of intolerance] through the multiple discourses of race, religion, class,
gender, and sexuality.”

ARDEN EDITION ( J. DRAKAKIS, 2010)

47. “In Shak.’s play the process of demonization works both ways, since from the Jew’s perspective the Christian
Venetians are diabolical, whereas for the latter the Jew is the devil incarnate (1.3.[95]; 2.2.21-23).”

48. “In placing his fortune in the hands of providence [with the caskets], Bass., like Ant., submits himself to a
patriarchal power over which he has no control. This serves to distinguish all Venetian practices, commercial
and sexual, from the activities of the usurer whose fortunes are determined by exclusively human calculations.”
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49. “The proximity of material ‘worth’ derived from financial generation and sexual value suggests that the dis-
courses of sex and money are never very far apart in MV, and the categorical imperative to restraint is common
to both.”

MISCELLANEOUS

50. Arnold Wesker, The Guardian 29 August 1981: “The Jew in Shak.’s play is meant to embody what he wishes
to despise. That he gives Shy. lines with which to defend and explain himself has more to do with his dramatic
instinct for not making the opposition too black, which would lessen credibility and impact, than it has to do
with a wish to be kind to a poor Jew. [...] An audience [can] come away with its prejudices about the Jew
confirmed but held with an easy conscience because they [think] they’[ve] heard a noble plea for extenuating
circumstances.” “What must we think of Por., who, in spite of possessing knowledge of the one interpretation
of the law which will save Ant. his anguish and Shy. his humiliation, withholds it and prattles on about ‘the
quality of mercy’ which she appears incapable of extending?”

51. Antony Sher on playing Shy. in 1987: “To me, [Shy.] clearly [...] sticks out like a sore thumb in society. [...]
By just making him a very unassimilated foreigner, very foreign, rather than very Jewish, we hoped to slightly
broaden the theme of racism. We also wanted to make the racism as explicit and as brutal as described in the
text.”

52. Aristotle Politics I, x (tr. Benjamin Jowett, 1921): “Of the two sorts of money-making one, as I have just
said, is a part of household management, the other is retail trade: the former necessary and honourable, the
latter a kind of exchange which is justly censured; for it is unnatural, and a mode by which men gain from
one another. The most hated sort, and with the greatest reason, is usury, which makes a gain out of money
itself, and not from the natural use of it. For money was intended to be used in exchange, but not to increase at
interest. And this term usury [τόκος], which means the birth of money from money, is applied to the breeding
of money because the offspring resembles the parent. Wherefore of all modes of making money this is the
most unnatural.”

53. Luther, “Trade and Usury” (1524; tr. W. H. Carruth, 1897): “There is another common fault [...] that one
becomes surety for another. And though this seems to be no sin but rather a virtue of love, yet it commonly
destroys many people, and brings them to irretrievable injury. [...] Suretyship is an act that is too high for a
man, and not fit, for it clashes presumptuously with the work of God.”

54. Proverbs, 6 (“Warnings against Foolishness”) (KJV):1–5: “My son, if thou be surety for thy friend, [...]
give not sleep to thine eyes, nor slumber to thine eyelids. Deliver thyself as a roe from the hand of the hunter,
and as a bird from the hand of the fowler.” 16–19: “These six things doth the LORD hate: yea, seven are
an abomination unto him: A proud look, a lying tongue, and hands that shed innocent blood, An heart that
deviseth wicked imaginations, feet that be swift in running to mischief, A false witness that speaketh lies, and
he that soweth discord among brethren.”
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